only type I units showed an enhanced representation of spatially separated signals and maskers that was consistent with human perceptual performance in indeNeurons in the central nucleus of the inferior collicupendent psychoacoustic observations. These results lus (ICC) of decerebrate cats show three major support the interpretation that type I units play an response patterns when tones of different frequencies important role in the auditory processing of narand sound-pressure levels (SPLs) are presented to the rowband signals in background noise and suggest a contralateral ear. The frequency response maps of type physiological basis for spatial factors that govern signal I units are uniquely defined by a narrow excitatory detection under free-field listening conditions. area at best frequency (BF: a unit's most sensitive fre-
INTRODUCTION
tics predict that type I units are well suited to encode narrowband signals in the presence of background Neurons in the central nucleus of the inferior collicunoise. To test this hypothesis, the dynamic range proplus (ICC) exhibit three major response types when erties of ICC unit types were measured under quiet single-unit responses are recorded in unanesthetized conditions and in multiple levels of continuous noise.
decerebrate cats . Figure  As observed in previous studies of the auditory nerve 1 (left panels) shows typical frequency response maps and cochlear nucleus, type I units showed upward for each unit type. The response maps of type I units threshold shifts and discharge rate compression in are distinguished by a receptive field organization that background noise that partially degraded the dynamic combines a narrowly tuned I-shaped area of excitation range properties of neural representations at high at frequencies around best frequency (BF: the most noise levels. Although the other two unit types in the sensitive frequency) and flanking regions of inhibition ICC showed similar trends in threshold shift and noise at higher and lower frequencies. Type V units produce compression, their ability to encode auditory signals frequency response maps that display a broadly tuned was compromised more severely in increasing noise V-shaped excitatory area with no signs of inhibition. levels. When binaural masking effects were simulated, Type O units have frequency response maps that are dominated by inhibition except for an O-shaped island of excitation at frequencies near BF and sound-pres- Combinations of frequency and level that elicited excitatory (inhibitory) discharge rates are identified by black (gray) regions on frequency response maps in the left panels. The scale that was used to plot response magnitude is indicated by the axis at the bottom left of each map. Tone levels are specified in dB attenuation by numerical labels along the right margin of each map. Rate-level functions for BF tones and bursts of broadband noise are shown in the right panels. Gray shading encompasses the range of spontaneous rates that were recorded during the collection of rate-level data.
of on-BF inhibition that is typical for each ICC unit in the lateral superior olive (LSO). By contrast, type V and type O units share monaural and binaural type. Type I and V units show only excitatory responses when BF tones or broadband noise bursts are preresponse properties with neurons in the medial superior olive (MSO) and the dorsal cochlear nucleus sented at high stimulus levels; the resulting monotonic or slightly nonmonotonic rate-level functions suggest (DCN), respectively. The existence of ICC unit types with response propthat on-BF inhibition is relatively weak for these units. By contrast, the rate-level functions of type 0 units are erties matching those of the principal brainstem neurons suggests that ascending auditory pathways may characterized by a pronounced nonmonotonicity. This strong on-BF inhibition leads to almost complete cessaremain functionally segregated at higher levels of processing. Given this interpretation, physiological chartion of type O discharge rates at high stimulus levels.
Variations in the strength and frequency organizaacterization of single-unit responses in the ICC not only can reveal the dominant sources of input to the tion of the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to ICC neurons , as well as conmidbrain but also can evaluate transformations in the quality of these ascending representations at the level comitant differences in binaural response properties (Davis et al. 1999; Ramachandran and May 1999a, b) , of the inferior colliculus. One aspect of auditory information processing that has interested physiologists and suggest that ICC response types may reflect a higherorder manifestation of the unique signal processing psychophysicists for many years is how acoustic signals are made less detectable by competing sounds. In parattributes of the auditory brainstem nuclei. Level-tolerant excitatory responses for contralateral tones, inhibiticular, the neural encoding of BF tones in background noise has been the subject of detailed electrophysiologtory responses to ipsilateral stimulation, and binaural inhibitory interactions have been cited as evidence ical measures in the auditory periphery, brainstem, and inferior colliculus (auditory nerve: Rhode et al. that type I units receive ascending inputs from neurons 1978; Costalupes et al. 1984; Gibson et al. 1985;  of tentorium. Localization of recording sites was detercochlear nucleus: Gibson et al. 1985 ; Rhode and mined online by the sequence of BFs along electrode Greenberg 1994; inferior colliculus: Rees and tracks and by the prevalence of ICC response types Palmer 1988).
that were identified in previous experiments (RamaRhode and Greenberg (1994) have noted that chandran et al. 1999; Davis et al. 1999) . At the conclumechanisms for lateral suppression and inhibition in sion of the recording session (48-72 hours after the the cochlear nucleus potentially enhance the rate repstart of surgery), cats were euthanized with an overresentation of auditory signals under noisy backdose of sodium pentobarbital (125 mg, iv). Some subground conditions, presumably by sharpening jects were perfused to allow histological confirmation frequency selectivity. The present study recorded sinof the completeness of the decerebration and the locagle-unit responses in the ICC of decerebrate cats under tion of recording sites. quiet conditions and in various levels of continuous broadband noise to evaluate the hypothesis that the lateral inhibition of type I units also reflects an audi-
Recording protocol
tory specialization that is well-suited for processing signals in noise. A signal detection analysis of the elecElectrophysiological recordings were made in a soundtrophysiological results obtained in these experiments attenuating chamber. Stimuli were delivered via elecsuggests that type I units provided a more sensitive trostatic speakers that were coupled to the hollow ear rate representation of auditory signals in background bars; the closed-field acoustic system produced signals noise than auditory nerve fibers, cochlear nucleus neuwith minimal variation in stimulus level either across rons, or ICC units with other patterns of receptive frequencies (Ϯ5 dB from 40 Hz to 40 kHz) or between field organization. ears (Ϯ2 dB). All binaural tests were performed below stimulus levels that were capable of stimulating the contralateral ear via conduction through the stereo-
METHODS
taxic apparatus (i.e., acoustic crosstalk; Gibson 1982). Single-unit activity was recorded with platinumAll surgical and recording procedures were performed iridium microelectrodes. The electrode signal was under guidelines of The Johns Hopkins University Aniamplified 10,000-30,000ϫ and lowpass filtered at 5 mal Care and Use Committee. kHz. A variable threshold Schmitt trigger was used to discriminate action potentials from background activity. Digitized spike trains were created for subsequent
Surgical preparation
analysis by recording spike times relative to stimulus onset. Rate-level functions were obtained with 200-ms Adult male cats with clean external ears and middle tone bursts that were presented at a presentation rate ears free of infection were anesthetized with xylazine of 1 burst/s. Tone-driven rates were computed by (2 mg, im) and ketamine (initial dose 100 mg, im; counting spikes that occurred during the stimulus-on supplemental doses 15 mg, iv). Atropine sulphate (0.1 interval (200 ms in duration, beginning 10 ms after mg, im) was given to control mucous secretions. The stimulus onset); spontaneous rates were measured by cephalic vein was cannulated to allow intravenous counting spikes during the final 400 ms of the stimulusinjections of fluids, and a tracheotomy was performed off interval. to facilitate quiet breathing. The cat's core temperaSearch stimuli (50-ms tones or noise bursts) were ture was maintained at 39ЊC by a regulated heating presented as electrodes and advanced dorsoventrally pad. A midline incision was made over the skull and through the inferior colliculus. Entry into ICC was the temporalis muscles reflected. The skull was opened indicated by a reversal in the progression of BFs relaover the parietal cortex and the cat was made deceretive to single units and background activity in the dorbrate by aspiration of the thalamus under visual consal cortex of the inferior colliculus (Merzenich and trol. Anesthesia was discontinued and the comReid 1974; Aitkin et al. 1975) . When an ICC unit was pleteness of decerebration was established by the lack encountered and successfully isolated, it was tested of voluntary movements during subsequent electrowith a series of tone bursts that swept in frequency physiological recording. Both ear canals were tranacross a four-octave range centered on unit BF. The sected to accept the hollow ear bars that delivered frequency sweeps were presented at levels of 10 and closed-field acoustic stimuli. The tympanic bullae were 40 dB re threshold. The resulting partial frequency vented with polyethylene tubing to prevent static presresponse maps were sufficient to identify ICC unit sure build-up in the middle ear. A second fenestration types based on patterns of inhibition that were was made over occipital cortex and the dorsal tectum was exposed by cortical aspiration and partial removal described in Figure 1 ).
Data collection
Rate-level functions were obtained by presenting a series of fixed-frequency (BF) tone bursts that varied in level over a 100-dB range; the lowest level in the series was placed approximately 10 dB below the unit's threshold, as defined below. BF tones were presented in four stimulus contexts: (1) monaural presentations to the contralateral ear in quiet, (2) monaural (contralateral) presentations in continuous broadband noise, were studied by fixing the ILD of the tone signal at Ϯ 1; from a signal detection perspective, the presentations of these ϩ20 dB, fixing the noise level in the contralateral ear stimuli cannot be detected in the neuron's discharge rates.
at 10 dB re threshold, and varying the noise level in the ipsilateral ear to produce ILDs from ϩ20 to Ϫ20 dB in 10-dB steps.
Effects of background noise on rate-level functions of type I units Figure 2 illustrates the data collection methods that were used to characterize the rate encoding of BF tone levels by ICC neurons. The data shown in Figure 2 
RESULTS
were obtained from a type I unit. In Figure 2A , the plots of driven rates during the tone-on interval (upper Single-unit responses were recorded from 118 ICC panel) and background rates (BRs) during the toneneurons in 14 cats. The present analysis was based on off interval (lower panel) indicate the range of average discharge rate and, therefore, was limited to responses obtained when each stimulus level in the units that showed sustained responses to BF tones. 100-dB series was repeated ten times. These data were Strictly onset responses are relatively uncommon in the obtained under quiet conditions; therefore, the unit's ICC of decerebrate cats BR is its spontaneous activity. In Figure 2B , the unit's observed 12 onset units in a sample of 146 ICC units].
mean driven rates and BRs are compared for recording Additional stimulus protocols were performed in conunder quiet conditions (thin line), in continuous junction with this study to maximize the collection of broadband noise with a 0-dB spectrum level (dashed line), and in a noise spectrum level of 20 dB (bold data from individual subjects. line). One prominent noise effect was a shift in the dynamic range of the rate-level function to higher tone levels. The second effect was rate compression, a decrease in the range of rate changes that potentially encode stimulus levels. Rate compression results from an increase in background rates because of the unit's sustained noise-driven activity (lower panel) and a concomitant decrease in maximum tone-driven rates that most likely results from a combination of noise inhibition and short term adaptation (upper panel).
Statistical analyses were performed on discharge rates to evaluate the effects of noise-induced dynamic range shifts and rate compression from a signal detection perspective (Green and Swets 1974) . The discriminability index (dЈ) was calculated using eq. (1):
where t ϩ B is a unit's mean driven rate for the ten repetitions of a tone level in a background of either quiet or noise, and B is the unit's mean background rate during the corresponding stimulus-off intervals. t ϩ B and B are the standard deviations of those responses. This form of eq. (1) assumes that discrimination is based on two observation intervals (stimuluson and stimulus-off) and that the decision variable is the difference in discharge rates between the two intervals. By convention, a dЈ value of Ϯ1 was used as the criterion that the tone presentation produced a detectable change in discharge rate relative to background activity. Figure 2C plots dЈ values that were Dynamic range shifts were quantified by calculating the difference between signal detection thresholds in quiet conditions and in various levels of background measured from all type I units in the present study. The dashed line shows a unity slope which represents noise (arrows labeled c in Fig. 2C ). Figure 3A plots shifts in the tone detection thresholds of the representhe rate of threshold shift that is necessary to preserve the dynamic range of the neural representation (Gibtative type I unit as a function of noise spectrum level. The unit's tone thresholds were not affected by noise son et al. 1985) . The distribution of shift rates derived from linear fits to these data is plotted in Figure 3C . spectrum levels less than 0 dB because these noise levels fell below the unit's noise threshold and, thereType I units exhibited a median threshold shift of 1.05 dB for each 1-dB increase in background noise; fore, failed to elicit inhibitory or adaptation effects. At higher noise spectrum levels, the detection threshold consequently, this unit type is expected to maintain sensitivity to changes in signal level in high levels of shifted to progressively higher tone levels with each increase in the level of background noise. The noisebackground noise. Figure 4 illustrates the compression effects of backinduced threshold shifts of type I units were linear over a wide range of spectrum levels (dashed line in ground noise on rate-level functions of type I units. These results are presented in terms of a scale factor, Fig. 3A ). Figure 3B shows the threshold shifts that were scale factors Ͼ 0%). Figure 4C shows the distribution of compression rates for type I units; these values represent the slopes of linear fits to the scale factor functions in Figure 4B . A median scale factor of 1.5% per dB suggests that most type I units lose their ability to encode tones in terms of discharge rate when noise levels reach 60-70 dB above the noise threshold.
Effects of background noise on rate-level functions of type V and O units
Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of background noise on the tone-driven responses of ICC type V and O units. Rate-level functions of a representative type V unit and its corresponding dЈ statistics are shown in Figure 5A ,B. These data were obtained under quiet testing conditions and in two levels of background noise. In general, the effects of noise on the rate responses of type V units were similar to those described previously for type I units; that is, tone detection thresholds shifted to higher levels and discharge rates compressed as the level of background noise increased. Decreases in dЈ suggest that noise-masking effects diminish the neural discrimination of changes in tone level. Figure 5C plots shifts in detection threshold as a function of noise spectrum level for each of the four type V units that were recorded in the current study. This small sample reflects the fact that our sampling methods isolate type V units much less frequently than other unit types. Two type V units produced shift rates that approached a unity slope across several levels Figure 5D representative type I unit (unit number 7.10, BF ϭ 36.3 kHz, experiplots the distribution of shift rates for the four type V ment date: 08/25/1997). Scale factor rate (the rate of dynamic range units. The median shift rate of this sample (0.84 dB/ compression) was derived from the slope of a linear fit to the transidB) implies a slight decrease in the magnitude of noisetional component of the scale factor function (dashed line). B. Scale factor functions for all type I units in the present sample. C. Distribuinduced threshold shifts relative to type I units, but tion of scale factor rates for all type I units.
such interpretations require a larger sample of type V units than in the present study.
Type O units are dominated by inhibitory effects that drive stimulus-driven discharge rates to zero once the ratio of the maximum tone-driven rate in background noise versus quiet conditions (100 ϫ b/a, as sound levels reach 20-30 dB above threshold . When type O units are tested illustrated by arrows in Fig. 2B ). Scale factors of the representative type I unit are shown in Figure 4A . As with tones-in-noise, this powerful inhibition creates a rate-level function that is distinct from the largely with noise-induced threshold shifts, only noise spectrum levels above 0 dB produced major compression excitatory responses of type V and type I units. Ratelevel functions and their corresponding dЈ functions effects for this unit. These dynamic range changes were also approximately linear (dashed line). Figure  5E ,F. Note that this unit exhibited a narrow range of 4B plots the scale factor functions of all type I units in the present study. The threshold for noise compression excitatory responses under quiet conditions (dЈ Ͼ 1) but showed strictly inhibitory responses in background differed widely within this sample, with most units showing scale factors greater than 50% at noise specnoise (dЈ Ͻ Ϫ1). The threshold of the unit's inhibitory responses was subject to the same noise-induced trum levels approaching 20 dB. The few units that were sampled at higher noise spectrum levels also dynamic range shifts as the excitatory responses of type I and type V units. The inhibitory threshold of maintained some range of tone-driven activity (i.e., type O units was defined as the tone presentation level noise. The distribution of scale factors for the four type V units in the present study produced a median that evoked a rate decrease relative to the BR with a dЈ value of-1. Threshold shifts were calculated in terms value of-1.65% per dB, as shown in Figure 6B . Calculation of scale factors for type O units is probof differences between inhibitory thresholds in background noise versus quiet (as shown by arrows labeled lematic because background noise exerts its major effects on this unit type by changing levels of backc in Fig. 5F ). Shift magnitude is plotted as a function of noise spectrum level in Figure 5G for all type O ground activity and not by tone-driven responses which tend to indicate complete inhibition at most stimulus units in the present study. The distribution of slopes for these data is plotted in Figure 5H . The median levels above threshold regardless of the background stimulus condition. Relative to spontaneous discharge shift rate of type O inhibitory thresholds was 0.95 dB/ dB of background noise. Nonparametric statistical rates in quiet, the BR of the type O unit in Figure 5E increased in a noise spectrum level of Ϫ20 dB (dashed analysis found no significant differences between the shift rates of type I and type O units (Mann-Whitney line) because of excitatory responses to the background stimulus. By contrast, the BR decreased below U test, p Ͼ 0.2). Figure 6A plots scale factors as a function of noise spontaneous rates when this unit showed an inhibitory response to background noise with a spectrum level spectrum level for the representative type V and O units in Figure 5A ,E. As for type I units, type V units of 20 dB (bold line). As a result of the nonlinear changes in BRs and the constant inhibitory response also exhibited substantial rate compression (i.e., small scale factors) with increasing levels of background at high BF tone levels, the unit's scale factors exhibited Fig. 5A, B) . B. Histogram of scale rates for the four type V units in the present sample. C. Scale factor functions for all type O units. Arrow points to three units that showed excitatory responses to high levels of background noise; the remaining units were inhibited by high levels of noise.
first expansion and then compression with increasing components of the rate-level functions. Actual physiolevels of background noise. The scale factors of all type logical data and their corresponding curve fits are O units are shown in Figure 6C . A few units in this shown for the representative type I and O units in sample (3 out of 34) exhibited discharge rates to high Figure 7A ; these results were obtained in quiet and in levels of background noise that exceeded their maxicontinuous broadband noise with a spectrum level of mum tone-driven rates. These excitatory effects pro-20 dB. In accordance with previous conventions (e.g., duced the unusually large scale factors in Figure 6C Rees and Palmer 1988; May and Sachs 1992), shift (arrow).
magnitude was calculated as the difference between the tone levels that evoked the half-maximal excitatory response in noise versus quiet. Scale factors were calcuEffects of background noise on high-resolution lated as the ratio of maximum tone-driven rates in rate-level functions noise versus quiet. As with the statistical measures illustrated in Figure 5F , the shifts of type O units were The effects of background noise on the rate-level funccalculated as the difference in BF tone levels that tions of auditory neurons have been investigated in evoked half-maximal inhibitory response in noise vermany of the major nuclei of the ascending auditory sus quiet. Neurons that were studied with both high-resolution and Hall 1986). Most previous studies have measured and statistical sampling paradigms showed no signifithe effects of noise on the dynamic range properties cant differences in their rates of noise-induced shifts of auditory neurons by sampling single-unit responses or scale factor compression (paired t test, p Ͼ 0.1). with high-resolution (1-dB) changes in signal level. To Figure 7B compares rates of dynamic range shift facilitate quantitative comparisons with these indepenfor some of the principal single-unit response types dent observations, rate-level functions with a tone level along the ascending auditory pathway. The small sample size of type V units contributes to of input for these higher-order neurons . Type IV (4) units are the projection the large variability of scale rates for this unit type. neurons that link the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) to the midbrain. These ascending inputs may play an Effects of background noise on tone detectability important role in the formation of type O responses in the ICC . Additional Signal detection measures were used to evaluate the effects of noise-induced dynamic range shifts and rate details of cochlear nucleus response properties can be found in Young et al. (1988) . For unit types in which compression on the statistical magnitude of signal representations. dЈ values were calculated for tone-driven shift rates are based on excitatory responses (open symbols), mean shift rates (ϮSD) in the auditory discharge rates as a function of both changes in absolute signal levels and changes in signal-to-noise ratios nerve, cochlear nucleus, and inferior colliculus were smaller than those exhibited by type I units. Unit types (S/Ns). The resulting distributions of dЈ values for ICC type I units are presented as statistical box plots in with strong inhibitory responses in the cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus (filled symbols) showed Figure 8 . Figure 8A illustrates neural responses to tones in four different noise levels (Ϫ40 to 20 dB) when the shift rates for inhibitory thresholds that were approximately equal to those of type I units.
level of the test tone was held 10 dB above the detection threshold for each background noise condition (i.e., Figure 7C compares noise compression effects in the auditory nerve, cochlear nucleus, and inferior colconstant S/N). Changes in noise spectrum level produced no significant differences in the neural detecliculus. On average, ICC type I units exhibited less dynamic range compression (i.e., larger scale factors) tion of the tone as long as this relative 10-dB S/N was maintained ( p Ͼ 0.1, nonparametric Friedman test). than any other unit type. As the neural code for a tone-in-noise ascends from the auditory nerve to the By contrast, the box plots in Figure 8B compare distribution of dЈ for a fixed absolute tone level of 40 dB cochlear nucleus and on to type I units in the inferior colliculus, units with excitatory response patterns SPL in the different levels of background noise. As S/Ns decreased at higher noise spectrum levels, lower (open symbols) show a progressive enhancement of
FIG. 8.
Signal detection measures for the effects of noise on the tone-driven rates of type I units. A. dЈ scores for responses to a 10-dB re threshold tone in four noise spectrum levels. For this comparison, absolute tone levels vary across noise conditions to maintain a constant 10-dB ratio above the tone-in-noise detection threshold. B. dЈ scores for a 40-dB SPL tone in the same four noise spectrum levels. The upper and lower limits of each box plot indicate the interquartile range (middle 50%) of the distribution of dЈ scores. Each box is divided at the median of the distribution. Error bars point to the most extreme data points within Ϯ1.5ϫ the interquartile range. Outliers beyond this range are plotted as individual symbols. to detect the presence of the tone according to threshold criteria. Figure 9 shows median tone-detection dЈ scores as a function of noise spectrum level for each ICC unit type. These data are based on tone presentation levels (outside the gray shaded regions) as long as tone levels exceeded noise spectrum levels by 10-15 dB. of 10, 40, and 70 dB SPL. Although type I units produced the highest dЈ scores for almost all combinations of tone and noise, the tone detection capabilities of Binaural influences on signal detection in type I units were usually matched by those of type V background noise units except for the lowest levels of noise and the highest level of tone (70 dB SPL). Type O units consisEach of the three principal ICC unit types shows a different response pattern for binaural stimulation tently produced the lowest dЈ scores. This unit type showed positive dЈ scores in Figure 9A because most (Davis et al. 1999 ) and, therefore, may exhibit a unique sensitivity to tones in noise under more natural freeof the units in the sample were excited by 10-dB SPL tones; conversely, the dЈ scores of type O units were field conditions where acoustic filtering effects of the head lead to interaural level disparities. Binaural influnegative in Figure 9B ,C because higher tone levels evoked inhibitory responses. Responses where disences on the detection of tones in noise were investigated by measuring rate-level functions for BF tones charge rates are presumed inadequate to convey the presence of tones (dЈ scores between Ϯ1) are indicated with a 20-dB contralaterally dominant interaural level difference (ILD) against backgrounds of three differby the gray-shaded region. All unit types showed a deterioration in the quality of the tone representation ent noise ILDs: a 20-dB contralaterally dominant ILD, a 0-dB midfrontal ILD, and a-20-dB ipsilaterally domiat higher noise spectrum levels, but the detection scores of type I and V units remained above threshold nant ILD. Figure 10A shows dЈ scores that were derived The effects of broadband noise on single-unit Figure 10B presents results from additional units in responses in ICC also have been measured in anestheour study of binaural interactions (6 type I, 2 type V, tized guinea pigs (Rees and Palmer 1988) . In place and 6 type O units). Each symbol contrasts dЈ values of the classification system used in the present study, that were obtained at the same BF tone level with neural responses were characterized in this earlier background noise ILDs of ϩ20 (abscissa) versus Ϫ20 report on the basis of monotonic versus nonmonodB (ordinate). The ILD of the tone was maintained tonic rate-level functions for monaural tones. On averat ϩ20 dB. Each unit in the sample was tested with age, single-unit responses in the ICC of guinea pigs several tone levels and therefore contributed multiple showed noise-induced dynamic range shifts of 0.97 dB points to the plots. Shaded regions identify dЈ scores for each 1-dB increment in background noise regardthat indicate enhanced signal detection with the negaless of the shape of rate-level functions. Our own prior tive ILD background noise. Data falling within these studies found that units regions replicate the psychoacoustic observation that with monotonic rate-level functions in decerebrate cats auditory signals are more detectable when they are typically displayed type I response properties; whereas, spatially separated from masking noise. Only type I most nonmonotonic units had type O characteristics. units exhibited a consistent enhancement of tone repConsistent with previous findings in guinea pigs, the present study found no significant differences in the resentations under these conditions. shift rates of type I (monotonic) and type O (nonmonrationale for this procedure is that neurons with sharp frequency tuning will produce lower tone detection otonic) units.
Noise compression effects also did not differ signifithresholds in broadband noise (i.e., smaller critical ratios) because a reduction in the effective bandwidth cantly between ICC response types in anesthetized guinea pigs when single-unit responses were grouped of the masker improves the signal-to-noise ratio of sound energy within a neuron's receptive field. Ehret on the basis of the shape of rate-level functions (Rees and Palmer 1988) . Although statistical comparisons of and Merzenich found that low critical ratios are characteristic of ICC units with strong lateral inhibition. Our scale factor rates were not performed for type I and type O units in the present study because of the nonlinprior studies in anesthetized cats have indicated that units with lateral inhibition (level tolerant units) disear noise responses of type O units, qualitative comparisons suggest that the discharge rates of most ICC units play the same basic response properties as type I units in decerebrate cats . From in the two species compressed at approximately the same rate over the same range of noise spectrum levels this perspective, the present observation that type I units provided the most sensitive representation of (e.g., compare the scale factor functions in Figures 4B and 6C in this report with Figure 8 in Rees and Palmer monaural tones in noise supports Ehret and Merzenich's earlier findings that lateral inhibition improves 1988). One clear difference between the two studies, however, is the magnitude of inhibitory influences signal encoding in background noise. Rhode and Greenberg (1994) reached similar conclusions in their shown by the rate-level functions of type O (nonmonotonic) units. In decerebrate cats, the discharge rates study of the cochlear nucleus. of the majority of type O units were effectively eliminated by high levels of tone or background noise (Fig. Binaural processing of auditory signals in 5E). In anesthetized guinea pigs, nonmonotonic units background noise displayed tone-driven rates that remained above spontaneous activity at high stimulus levels.
Two basic stimulus paradigms have been used to investigate the effects of binaural interactions on the detecThe diminished noise compression effects shown by nonmonotonic units in anesthetized guinea pigs tion of auditory signals in background noise. In one procedure, natural binaural effects are produced by may be explained by methodological factors that affected the strength of ICC inhibitory influences in presenting signals and maskers in free field; in the other, virtual sound fields are created by closed-field the Rees and Palmer (1988) study relative to our present results in decerebrate cats. For example, the short simulation of the spatial cues that arise from headrelated transfer functions (HRTFs: the filter functions tone bursts with rapid presentation rates used as stimuli by Rees and Palmer primarily evoke onset responses describing the transformation of free-field sounds to energy at the tympanic membrane). that tend to show less nonmonotonicity at high stimulus levels. These transient responses, therefore, are Previous free-field studies have shown that singleunit responses in the inferior colliculus are sensitive presumed to be less sensitive to level-dependent inhibitory effects (Rees 1992). The balance of excitatory to variations in stimulus location (Aitkin et al. 1984) . The spatial receptive fields of ICC neurons can arise and inhibitory interactions that shape ICC discharge rates may also be modified by the effects of anesthesia from simple transformations of BF sound-pressure levels that are produced by the directional filtering prop- (Kuwada et al. 1989 ). Relative to decerebrate cats, barbiturate-anesthetized cats show less spontaneous erties of the pinna (Phillips et al. 1982) , or from more complex binaural interactions that are determined by activity and a stronger bias toward onset activity ). Both of these changes in responthe relative amplitude and timing of acoustic stimuli at the two ears (Delgutte et al. 1999) . Correlations sivity make it difficult to characterize the normal strength of inhibitory influences in the presence of between free-field effects on neural responses to tones in noise and the psychoacoustic phenomenon of maskanesthesia. Our present study avoided these confounds by characterizing noise effects in unanesthetized ing release have been investigated in a previous electrophysiological study of paralyzed frogs (Ratnam and decerebrate cats.
Other investigators have measured masked threshFeng 1998). Single-unit responses in the amphibian ICC were distinguished on the basis of transient (phaolds in the ICC of barbiturate-anesthetized cats to evaluate neural mechanisms for sharpening auditory sic) or sustained (tonic) responses to tonal stimuli. Tone detection thresholds improved when transient frequency resolution within the central nervous system (Ehret and Merzenich 1988) . Using methods devised units were tested with spatially separated tones and noise, but a loss of sensitivity was observed for tonic in psychoacoustic studies (Fletcher 1940) , critical ratios were computed in these studies as the difference units under the same stimulus conditions. Although the receptive field properties of neurons in the between the masked detection threshold for monaural tones and the spectrum level of masking noise. The amphibian ICC have not been classified, type O units in decerebrate cats show transient onset responses at al. 1999) have found that contralateral noise produces strong excitatory responses in both type I and type V stimulus levels above the circumscribed range of their excitatory response area; type I units have sustained units; therefore, the loss of signal representation that was evident for these units under monaural stimulus responses. If our present classification system can be extended to the frog, the results of Ratnam and Feng conditions presumably was due to excitatory masking effects (Fig. 9 ). In the case of type I units, excitatory suggest that type O units provided an enhanced detectability of tones in noise relative to type I units. The response areas are decreased in bandwidth at high stimulus levels by inhibitory inputs (Ramachandran et physiological basis of this apparent contradiction to results in Figure 10 remains to be determined with al. 1999). Broadband maskers, therefore, are likely to exert their influences on this unit type through a temporal manipulations of binaural stimuli. Only ILDbased binaural interactions were investigated in the combination of excitatory and suppressive effects. It is interesting to note that type I units exhibit an present study. The role of ILD cues in the sound localization behaviors of the frog is likely to be of secondary enhanced signal representation relative to type V units at high stimulus levels (Fig. 9C ). This observation sugimportance to binaural temporal interactions because of the predominance of low-frequency hearing in the gests that monaural inhibitory mechanism are capable of attenuating the masking of narrowband signals by species and the existence of an internal acoustic coupling between the two ears that may attenuate broadband noise even when spatial factors are not favorable for binaural masking release. interaural level differences (Narins et al. 1988) .
The majority of psychoacoustic and physiological Type V units are excited by ipsilateral presentations of broadband noise. Type I units, on the other hand, studies of spatial masking release have used close-field procedures to allow precise independent manipulaare inhibited by ipsilateral noise and show an additional narrowing of the excitatory receptive field for tion of ILD, interaural time difference (ITD), and spectral information at the two ears. The importance contralateral stimuli (Davis et al. 1999) . These differences in ipsilateral response properties suggest that of ITD cues on signal detection has been known since the early psychoacoustic observation that a simple excitatory versus suppressive masking effects dominate the responses of the two unit types for signals and inversion of the interaural phase relationship between a tone and background noise could decrease the tone maskers that arrive at the two ears from sound sources in opposite sound fields. When the present study simudetection threshold by as much 15 dB (see McFadden 1975 for a review of human psychoacoustic literature). lated these free-field conditions by manipulating the ILD of binaural stimuli, only type I units displayed Physiological correlates of the temporal factors that govern binaural masking level differences (BMLDs) spatial masking release for contralateral signals when the masker was shifted to an ipsilateral location have been identified for low-frequency neurons in the inferior colliculus of anesthetized guinea pigs (Caird et (Fig. 10). al. 1991; Jiang et al. 1997) . Although temporal masking effects have not been characterized in the ICC of
Comparisons of tone-in-noise representations decerebrate cats, type V units are presumed to receive across levels of processing ascending inputs from ITD-sensitive neurons in the MSO and provide the most sensitive representation Figure 11A illustrates the putative ascending pathways for the ICC response types that were investigated in of ITD information of the major ICC response types (Ramachandran and May 1999a) . the present study. Based on similarities of monaural and binaural response properties (Ramachandran et Detailed acoustic analyses of the HRTF of the cat (Musicant et al. 1990; Rice et al. 1992 Rice et al. ) have provided al. 1999 Davis et al. 1999; Ramachandran and May 1999a,b) and the effects of pharmacological manipulaaccurate assessments of interaural differences of level, time, and spectral shape that result from directional tions (Davis et al. 1999) , type I units appear to derive their dominant ascending inputs from the ventral changes in free-field sound sources. Virtual space stimuli can be simulated from these measures to determine cochlear nucleus (VCN) via the lateral superior olive (LSO). Inferences about transformations in the neural how binaural acoustic interactions influence the detection of free-field sounds in background noise. Recent information that passes directly from the LSO to the inferior colliculus are complicated by a lack of quantistudies in the inferior colliculus of anesthetized cats (Lane et al. 1999 ) have used HRTF-based stimuli to tative data on the encoding of tones in noise by LSO neurons; however, it is possible to speculate on how show that the directionally dependent masking of auditory signals in background noise can result from excitthe quality of discharge rate representations from the cochlear nucleus may be improved by the combined atory (line busy) effects related either to responses evoked by the noise masker or to suppressive effects effects of noise-cancellation circuitry in the LSO and ICC. mediated through inhibitory influences in the absence of noise-driven activity. Our previous studies (Davis et Cochlear nucleus sperical and globular bushy cells (Rhode et al. 1983 ). Primary-like units in the cochlear nucleus exhibit a V-shaped excitatory receptive field noise. In addition to decreases in rate compression that are noted under both monaural and binaural that is similar to the frequency response map of the ICC type V unit (Fig. 1) . This receptive field organizastimulus conditions, an improvement in sensitivity is gained by binaural interactions that can decrease the tion is designated a type I (numerical 1) response in physiological studies of the cochlear nucleus (Shofner tone detection thresholds of type I units by as much as 15 dB. As discussed above, this masking release is and Young 1985). Figure 11B illustrates how the discharge rate encodpresumed to result from ipsilateral inhibitory mechanisms that suppress excitatory responses to contralating of signals in noise is transformed as the neural representation passes from the auditory nerve to the eral noise stimuli. The binaural rate-level function of the type I unit reveals this decrease in noise-driven cochlear nucleus type I unit (this specification refers to the Roman numeral 1) and then the ICC type I activity as a drop in background rates at subthreshold tone levels (i.e., the leftmost data points on the rateunit (this specification refers to the unit's i-shaped receptive field). These idealized BF tone rate-level level functions). It is not known to what extent auditory processing functions were created by calculating the median noise-induced threshold shift and rate compression in the LSO contributed to the dynamic range adjustments of the ICC type I rate-level functions in Figure  for populations of neurons in decerebrate cats. The electrophysiological data for each tone-in-noise func-11B, but LSO neurons do show features of the inhibitory interactions that allow type I units to enhance the tion were recorded in the presence of a 30-dB re threshold noise spectrum level. Auditory nerve and neural encoding of signals in noise. Under monaural stimulus conditions, the frequency response maps of cochlear nucleus measures were calculated from archival data of Gibson et al. (1985) . As a reference for LSO principal cells exhibit lateral inhibitory sidebands that constrain the excitatory bandwidths of their gauging the magnitude of noise effects, the auditory nerve rate-level function for testing in quiet is shown receptive fields (Caird and Klinke 1983) . LSO neurons also receive contralateral inhibitory inputs from globu-(bold dashed line). Relative to auditory nerve responses in background noise (bold solid line), the lar bushy cells via the MNTB (Morest 1968) . Although the projection of the cochlear nucleus into the MNTB rate-level function of VCN type I (1) units shows only slightly more shift and less rate compression. Statistical is sharply tuned and shows a precise tonotopic organization, MNTB inputs to the LSO are highly divergent tests of differences in the dynamic range adjustments (Gabriele and Henkel 1997) . This innervation pattern (see Cant 1992; Schwartz 1992 for a review). Whereas the LSO to type I projections appear to modify these increases the frequency bandwidth of inhibitory responses to contralateral stimuli. The broadband cochlear nucleus inputs with binaural inhibitory interactions that enhance the encoding of ILD cues, proinhibitory influences that LSO neurons display under both ipsilateral and contralateral stimulus conditions cessing specializations in the MSO to type V pathway impart a sensitivity to the low-frequency temporal suggest that precursors of the noise-cancellation circuitry of type I units exist at lower levels of processing properties of binaural stimuli (Ramachandran and May 1999a) . A potential consequence of this temporal in the auditory brainstem.
A subset of type I units may be created by ascending specialization is the observation that type V units invariably have BFs that fall within the range where projections from stellate cells in the VCN that reach the ICC without the synaptic intervention of the supemost peripheral auditory neurons exhibit good phaselocked responses (Ͻ 3 kHz). In addition to the conrior olivary nuclei (see Cant 1992; Oliver and Huerta 1992 for review). These units respond to acoustic stimstraints on frequency encoding that are imposed by these frequency limitations, further questions conulation with a regularly timed "chopping" discharge rate (Rhode et al. 1983 ) and produce either a type I cerning a primary role of type V units in the auditory representation of signals in noise are raised by results (1) frequency response map or a type III (3) map that is characterized by a central region of excitation and shown in Figure 9C , which indicate that the more broadly tuned excitatory receptive fields of the type V lateral inhibitory areas (Shofner and Young 1985) . If VCN type I (1) units were to provide the dominant units produce a less sensitive representation at high stimulus levels relative to the more sharply tuned excitexcitatory inputs to some ICC type I units, then convergence with a suitable inhibitory input would be necesatory response areas of type I units. Under binaural conditions, type V units displayed their largest spatial sary to create the lateral inhibitory areas. This possibility is supported by findings that iontophoresis masking release when ILD manipulations simulated cospatial signals and maskers (Fig. 10B) . In combinaof bicuculline in ICC can sometimes expand the narrow excitatory area in a type I-like map into the Vtion, these results cast doubt on the ability of the type V pathway to support psychoacoustic performance in shaped response area of a type V-like map (Yang et al. 1992; LeBeau et al. 1995) . Similarities in the receptive terms of discharge rate over a wide range of stimulus conditions; nevertheless, type V units must play an field organization of VCN type III (3) units and ICC type I units suggest that direct VCN inputs might also important role in temporal processes that contribute to binaural masking release for low-frequency stimuli dictate some characteristics of the ICC type I response pattern. This interpretation is supported by the obser- (Jiang et al. 1997; Palmer et al. 1999) . Type O units in the ICC are thought to be derived vation that a minority of ICC type I units are insensitive to binaural temporal cues, as would be expected for from direct projections from fusiform and giant cells in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN). In electrophysihigher-order neurons receiving inputs from the strongly binaural LSO (Ramachandran and May ological experiments these neurons exhibit type Olike frequency response maps (Ramachandran et al. 1999a,b) . Unlike type I units, VCN type I (1) and type III (3) units exhibit broadly tuned excitatory response 1999) which are designated type IV (4) responses in studies of the cochlear nucleus (Young and and areas at high stimulus levels (Young et al. 1988 ) and weak inhibitory inputs from the opposite ear (Pfalz Brownell 1976) . Additional evidence linking DCN type IV (4) inputs to ICC type O units comes from the 1962). In addition, the noise-induced shifts and rate compression of type I (1) and type III (3) units tend observation that some type O responses are eliminated by surgical or pharmacological manipulations of the to be smaller than ICC type I units (Fig. 7) . If VCN type I (1) or type III (3) projections to the ICC do fiber tracts that convey the axons of DCN principal cells to the inferior colliculus (Davis 1999). contribute to type I responses, these differences in response characteristics suggest that the signal-in-noise
In prior studies of the effects of background noise on discharge rates in the cochlear nucleus (Gibson et processing capabilities of type I units are further modified by alternate sources of ascending binaural inputs al. 1985), type IV (4) units were the only response type to show significantly larger noise-induced dynamic like the LSO and local inhibitory influences within the ICC.
range shifts than auditory nerve fibers (ANFs). These results suggest that the DCN representation of signals Type V units in the ICC are thought to receive their dominant afferent inputs from the MSO (Ramachanin noise is determined not only by cochlear mechanisms but also by the action of inhibitory inputs from dran et Davis et al. 1999) . The effects of background noise on auditory signal processing in this multiple sources within and beyond the cochlear nucleus (Lorente de Nó 1933; see Cant 1992 for nucleus have not been studied in detail. Like LSO neurons, MSO principal cells receive their dominant review). Comparisons of these previous measures with our present findings suggest that the median shift rates ipsilateral inputs from spherical bushy cells in the VCN of DCN type IV (4) units and ICC type O units are ACKNOWLEDGMENTS equivalent to that of type I units (Fig. 7C) Processing models that ascribe an important role for the DCN type IV (4) to ICC type O pathway in the monaural encoding of auditory signals also must take into account the strong nonmonotonicities that both
